ecobee Thermostats
Powered by Carrier

Smart thermostats that enhance comfort and control
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ecobee3 lite Pro
Powered by Carrier
A stylish and savvy choice when adding a smart thermostat to your home.

Smart, intuitive and low maintenance
The ecobee3 lite, Powered by Carrier, tailors itself
to your schedule, your personal comfort preferences
and the weather outside. It can also show how much
money you’ve saved each month and give you insight
into your heating and cooling equipment performance.

Compatible with your smart home
Works seamlessly with third-party smart home
platforms such as Apple® HomeKit®, Amazon®
Alexa®, Google® Assistant, Samsung® SmartThings®
and IFTTT®.1

Controllable from anywhere
ecobee3 lite is the smart thermostat that delivers
better comfort, control and savings.

Access your system from anywhere with your iOS®
or Android® devices.1

Greater peace of mind
Five-year limited warranty when purchased
through and installed by a Carrier dealer2, is
ENERGY STAR® certified and may qualify for
rebates from your local energy utility (where
available).

Upgradeable
Pair your ecobee3 lite with sensors (sold
separately) around your home for greater
occupancy monitoring and room-specific
temperature adjustments.

Additional energy savings with eco+
Optional software feature, works in the background
to deliver additional energy savings and efficiency.

ecobee SmartThermostat Pro
with voice control, Powered by Carrier
Gives you all the features of the ecobee3 lite, but with these additional benefits:

Voice control
Use Amazon® Alexa® voice commands
to change temperature settings, check the
weather, hear the news, make a phone call,
play music and more.

Included SmartSensor
Includes a SmartSensor to keep important
rooms comfortable by adjusting your thermostat
based on occupancy and temperature. Add up
to 31 additional sensors (sold separately).

Hands-free calling
Call friends and family anywhere in North
America free of charge from your thermostat
using Amazon Alexa.

An advanced thermostat with voice control
and SmartSensor included.

Stream music
Play music through a Bluetooth® speaker
using Spotify® Connect.1

Greater peace of mind
Five-year limited warranty when purchased
through and installed by a Carrier dealer2, is
ENERGY STAR® certified and may qualify
for rebates from your local energy utility
(where available).
1
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When connected to the Internet through a Wi-Fi® network.
See warranty certificate at Carrier.com for complete details
and restrictions.

Gain More Control with a Complete
Home Comfort System

Enjoy a world-class comfort experience with
the combined efforts of two of the industry
leaders in home comfort - Carrier and ecobee.
With highly advanced communication at its core, pair an
ecobee thermostat, Powered by Carrier, with a complete
home comfort system to give you total control over your
home’s comfort, temperature and humidity.

Air Conditioner
or Heat Pump

Gas Furnace

Fan Coil

Provides efficient
cooling or cooling/
heating for comfort
and potential
energy savings.

Provides
high-efficiency
heating for comfort
and potential
energy savings.

Works with your
outdoor heat pump
to convert heating
and cooling energy
and deliver more
comfortable air to
your home.

1

Evaporator
Coil

Matches to the
proper outdoor unit
to provide more
cooling efficiency
and years of
reliable service.

Humidifier1

Dehumidifier1

Adds moisture
to the air, helping
keep static and dry
skin at bay.

Pulls excess
moisture from the
air helping you feel
more comfortable.

Accessory products only can be used with ecobee SmartThermostat with voice control.

For further information, please contact:
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